1982 crown victoria

Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Selling Crown Victoria. This
is NOT a police interceptor. Excellent condition throughout. No accidents, rust free car. Interior
has no rips, tears or stains, leather steering wheel in new condition, New good Year Tires, New
windshield, fully reconditioned OEM factory wheels. It is probably the best condition Crown Vic
you can find in western Canada. Selling my Fathers baby. Immaculate condition Crown Vic. Car
is in fantastic shape inside and out. Extremely low run hours, sitting currently at One family has
owned this vehicle since new and only the second official owner. Original paint, cu in engine,
PS, PB. PW and power seat. This classic Crown Victoria LX is a beautiful town car. With leather
interior, luxury riding exper Only , km and counting. Drives well with no issues mechanically.
Well Maintained Former Police Interceptor. New Battery. Ford crown vic police pack v8 4.
Plancher , coffre , rockeur exellant etat vien sur tire dhivers. Banc propre pas dechicer. Starts
and Brakes We Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed
similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average
making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this
vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0.
Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please
enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter
a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search
right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to
receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested
in. Mileage , km. Mileage 97, km. Mileage 69, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless
Services New. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our
extensive new and pre-owned Ford Crown Victoria inventory from local Ford dealerships and
private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and
recall history of Ford Crown Victoria with similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! These cars were top of the line,
oaded with any and all options available, ore than some modern cars. Anyone who has ever
owned one can tell you they have some of the best features and the most comfortable ride
qualities. This car is an original matching numbers car with 65, original miles on the odometer.
It was purchased from a little old lady as you might expect who lived in Wyoming by a collector
located in Washington. It was originally two toned brown and tan, ith tan interior, ut the exterior
has been repainted black and made to resemble the Men In Black car or a Police Interceptor of
the era. It also has aftermarket gauges I am assuming for performance modifications that were
never completed and the police car hubcaps, hough the original wire hubcaps are available and
will go with the car. These cars were very popular for police cars because of their great driving
characteristics and comfortable ride, s well as the great performance from the 4spd automatic
and V8 engine, he same as was offered in the Mustang of the time. I have driven this car the last
miles personally and I love it. I own a late model Lincoln and a Mercury both with air-ride and I
can tell you this Crown Victoria has a better ride than anything else. Very comfortable, ou'll love
taking long trips in this car. The car does have some performance upgrades like MSD ignition
and some other items and also comes with a remote starter, ock and trunk release with alarm
and digital key fob. The ONLY issue I have found with the car is that it still retains the original
2bbl carb which can have a 'dead-spot' from a standstill. If you speak mechanic you know what I
mean. If you accelerator gradually you will never notice, ut gassing the car from a standstill
there is a flat spot in the carb that can stall the engine. I would recommend completing the
performance modifications by doing a 4bbl intake and carb conversion for increased
horsepower and to resolve this issue. I have had the original 2bbl carb looked at and it cannot
be tuned out in our opinion, t has just gotten old. You don't notice under casual driving
circumstances. Issues needing attention: - The headliner and sail panels are started to come
apart, eeds to be redone. Legal stuff: - All checks of any kind are subject to clear. Selling on

Ebay costs time and money. We are happy to assist with shipping of this unit worldwide, ust tell
us where it is going and we are happy to take care of the details. Winning bidder must contact
us within 24 hours of auction end, nd make arrangements for payment at that time. The total
balance is due within 7 days of Auction end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve
the right to re-list the vehicle, ell it to the next high bidder, r sell it otherwise. Most banks and
credit unions do not finance vehicles older than or with more than K miles. However we offer
Financing options through some of our preffered lenders like J. Best, lease call for details.
Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you are not sure about something,
lease ASK. Do not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the right to cancel bids
for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle is no
longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about owning
this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, nd negative feedback posted.
Other Ford classic cars for sale. Up for sale today I have my Ford LTD fleet previous fire service
vehicle with only 65, miles on it. I have been thinning my fleet and am down to my last two cars
to sell although I really hate to sell them they need to go. I was told that this car was placed in
service in February as the City of Madison Fire Department Fire Marshal vehicle Fire Marshal
purchased the vehicle through the Fire Department and received a car allowance and was in
service until late The Fire Marshal retired in and drove the vehicle sparingly until he passed
away in Upon his death the widow refused to part with the car due to the memory of her late
husband and his career with the Fire Department. The car sat in the widow's garage from until
November of when the car was removed from the garage due to the widow passing away. When
the car was removed from the garage the carb was cleaned out along with the gas tank and all
the fluids were changed out. The car started right up and runs like new. The paint was oxidized
badly and a good wax has restored the original paint to a nice gloss. This is a real
decommissioned fire service vehicle, not a clone car, complete with radio delete package and
even the clock delete package. This is very basic transportation but just verifies that it is the
real deal. The car is exactly the same as it was when it rolled off the assembly line back on
January 26, The radio, light bar etc. The old "lollypop" lights in the grill and on the back deck
were still in the vehicle when I purchased it. This is just a fun old car that you don't see any
more and it puts a smile on everyone's face! Mechanically this car is in perfect working order.
The car does not have any real options other than the full size spare tire, right hand side remote
mirror and very rare to see on a fleet model vent windows. The car also has factory tinted glass
which was an option back in the day. The car starts right up every time and drives down the
road as straight as an arrow. All the windows roll up and down and all the lights work on the
car. I just put a new battery in it since the old one was becoming weak. The 5. The original
ignition cables are still on the car and since it runs so nice I wanted to keep it original and not
replace them. The car does have the automatic overdrive transmission that goes through the
gears well and the car is good on fuel also with the overdrive. The interior of the car is like new,
the seats are in great shape and all the vinyl door coverings etc. The car was always garage
kept and no signs of sun fading are apparent on the interior of the car. The exterior of the car
still wears its original single stage paint. The car looks like the left rear quarter panel was
painted some time ago but the rest of it looks like it's all original. The factory grease marker
letters and numbers are still under the hood and again the paint does shine up beautiful. The
car does have a couple minor scratches, some environmental and maybe a ding or two but it's
in amazing condition for being original. The white on the car in vinyl and the decals are also all
vinyl. The trunk of the car is beautiful and even the cardboard on the sides of the trunk are in
great condition, usually they are missing or totally destroyed. The chrome is amazing except for
the rear bumper. The rear bumper is rusted on the bottom and that is why the black rub strip is
on the bottom of it. The emergency equipment is original to the car. The Federal Signal Street
Hawk lightbar was in the trunk when I purchased the car so I purchased the brackets and
installed it once again. All the lights and rotators work on the bar. The power supply runs down
the passenger side b pillar under the trim so no holes are in the roof or trunk antenna is lip
mounted. The siren is a newer one but the radio in the car was also in the trunk when I
purchased the car. If you are looking for an amazing one of a kind car that will have everyone
waiving and taking pictures of it this is for you. I don't drive the car enough to justify keeping it
any longer, I average about mile per year on the car right now. The car has been used in for
local advertising, parades and countless photos that people have taken of or with it. As any
vintage car this car is being sold in AS-IS condition. I would encourage anyone interested to
come look at the car prior to purchasing if you can. The car is currently registered, insured,
titled in my name and was inspected last month. I will help with shipping if you are going to
have the car shipped but all shipping expenses are the responsibility of the buyer. If you would
like more photos or have questions please feel free to contact me. The trunk contents in the

photos are not included with the sale. Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. Condition:
Mechanically this car is in perfect working order. More Ford classic cars for sale. RARE W 5.
Make an Enquiry. These cars were top of the line, oaded with any and all options available, ore
than some modern cars. Anyone who has ever owned one can tell you they have some of the
best features and the most comfortable ride qualities. This car is an original matching numbers
car with 65, original miles on the odometer. It was purchased from a little old lady as you might
expect who lived in Wyoming by a collector located in Washington. It was originally two toned
brown and tan, ith tan interior, ut the exterior has been repainted black and made to resemble
the Men In Black car or a Police Interceptor of the era. It also has aftermarket gauges I am
assuming for performance modifications that were never completed and the police car hubcaps,
hough the original wire hubcaps are available and will go with the car. These cars were very
popular for police cars because of their great driving characteristics and comfortable ride, s
well as the great performance from the 4spd automatic and V8 engine, he same as was offered
in the Mustang of the time. I have driven this car the last miles personally and I love it. I own a
late model Lincoln and a Mercury both with air-ride and I can tell you this Crown Victoria has a
better ride than anything else. Very comfortable, ou'll love taking long trips in this car. The car
does have some performance upgrades like MSD ignition and some other items and also comes
with a remote starter, ock and trunk release with alarm and digital key fob. The ONLY issue I
have found with the car is that it still retains the original 2bbl carb which can have a 'dead-spot'
from a standstill. If you speak mechanic you know what I mean. If you accelerator gradually you
will never notice, ut gassing the car from a standstill there is a flat spot in the carb that can stall
the engine. I would recommend completing the performance modifications by doing a 4bbl
intake and carb conversion for increased horsepower and to resolve this issue. I have had the
original 2bbl carb looked at and it cannot be tuned out in our opinion, t has just gotten old. You
don't notice under casual driving circumstances. Issues needing attention:- The headliner and
sail panels are started to come apart, eeds to be redone. Legal stuff:- All checks of any kind are
subject to clear. Selling on Ebay costs time and money. We are happy to assist with shipping of
this unit worldwide, ust tell us where it is going and we are happy to take care of the details.
Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end, nd make arrangements for
payment at that time. The total balance is due within 7 days of Auction end. If no contact is
made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, ell it to the next high bidder, r
sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance vehicles older than or with more
than K miles. However we offer Financing options through some of our preffered lenders like J.
Best, lease call for details. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you are
not sure about something, lease ASK. Do not assume anything not listed is included. We
reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the
listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you
are serious about owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, nd
negative feedback posted. Contact the seller! More classic cars for sale. This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any results within the criteria you
specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified
pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors
of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Ford Crown Victoria Year Filters
Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever
needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing
dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual.
Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Book
Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan
Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the
lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Up for sale
today I have my Ford LTD fleet previous fire service vehicle with only 65, miles on it. I have been
thinning my fleet and am down to my last two cars to sell although I really hate to sell them they
need to go. I was told that this car was placed in service in February as the City of Madison Fire
Department Fire Marshal vehicle Fire Marshal purchased the vehicle through the Fire
Department and received a car allowance and was in service until late The Fire Marshal retired
in and drove the vehicle sparingly until he passed away in Upon his death the widow refused to
part with the car due to the memory of her late husband and his career with the Fire Department.
The car sat in the widow's garage from until November of when the car was removed from the
garage due to the widow passing away. When the car was removed from the garage the carb
was cleaned out along with the gas tank and all the fluids were changed out. The car started
right up and runs like new. The paint was oxidized badly and a good wax has restored the

original paint to a nice gloss. This is a real decommissioned fire service vehicle, not a clone car,
complete with radio delete package and even the clock delete package. This is very basic
transportation but just verifies that it is the real deal. The car is exactly the same as it was when
it rolled off the assembly line back on January 26, The radio, light bar etc. The old "lollypop"
lights in the grill and on the back deck were still in the vehicle when I purchased it. This is just a
fun old car that you don't see any more and it puts a smile on everyone's face! Mechanically this
car is in perfect working order. The car does not have any real options other than the full size
spare tire, right hand side remote mirror and very rare to see on a fleet model vent windows.
The car also has factory tinted glass which was an option back in the day. The car starts right
up every time and drives down the road as straight as an arrow. All the windows roll up and
down and all the lights work on the car. I just put a new battery in it since the old one was
becoming weak. The 5. The original ignition cables are still on the car and since it runs so nice I
wanted to keep it original and not replace them. The car does have the automatic overdrive
transmission that goes through the gears well and the car is good on fuel also with the
overdrive. The interior of the car is like new, the seats are in great shape and all the vinyl door
coverings etc. The car was always garage kept and no signs of sun fading are apparent on the
interior of the car. The exterior of the car still wears its original single stage paint. The car looks
like the left rear quarter panel was painted some time ago but the rest of it looks like it's all
original. The factory grease marker letters and numbers are still under the hood and again the
paint does shine up beautiful. The car does have a couple minor scratches, some environmental
and maybe a ding or two but it's in amazing condition for being original. The white on the car in
vinyl and the decals are also all vinyl. The trunk of the car is beautiful and even the cardboard
on the sides of the trunk are in great condition, usually they are missing or totally destroyed.
The chrome is amazing except for the rear bumper. The rear bumper is rusted on the bottom
and that is why the black rub strip is on the bottom of it. The emergency equipment is original to
the car. The Federal Signal Street Hawk lightbar was in the trunk when I purchased the car so I
purchased the brackets and installed it once again. All the lights and rotators work on the bar.
The power supply runs down the passenger side b pillar under the trim so no holes are in the
roof or trunk antenna is lip mounted. The siren is a newer one but the radio in the car was also
in the trunk when I purchased the car. If you are looking for an amazing one of a kind car that
will have everyone waiving and taking pictures of it this is for you. I don't drive the car enough
to justify keeping it any longer, I average about mile per year on the car right now. The car has
been used in for local advertising, parades and countless photos that people have taken of or
with it. As any vintage car this car is being sold in AS-IS condition. I would encourage anyone
interested to come look at the car prior to purchasing if you can. The car is currently registered,
insured, titled in my name and was inspected last month. I will help with shipping if you are
going to have the car shipped but all shipping expenses are the responsibility of the buyer. If
you would like more photos or have questions please feel free to contact me. The trunk
contents in the photos are not included with the sale. Condition: Mechanically this car is in
perfect working order. Join our , users facebook community. Search automobile-catalog:.
Porsche AG. Quick access to automobile-catalog website - - type in a browser: a-c. The most
efficient way to navigate through our huge database and compare cars side by side is the
interface located on the. Car Specs Homepage. Search automobile-catalog: this database is
huge, use the search field below to find here data you are looking for:. LTD Base 2-Door LTD
Base 4-Door LTD Base Wagon LTD Landau 2-Door LTD Landau 4-Door LTD S 4-Door LTD S
Wagon Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act , the content, organization, graphics,
design, compilation, magnetic translation, digital conversion and other matters related to the
automobile-catalog. The automobile-catalog. The commercial copying, redistribution, use or
publication by you of any such matters or any part of this site is strictly prohibited. You do not
acquire ownership rights to any content, document or other materials viewed through the site.
Reproduction of part or all of the contents of this web-site in any form is prohibited and may not
be recopied and shared with a third party. Except as expressly authorized by
automobile-catalog. Violations of copyright will be prosecuted under the fullest extent of the
law. The full Terms and Conditions of using this website and database can be found here.
Chronological Ford USA timeline catalogue. Catalogue of Ford USA models. Ford Argentina.
Ford Australia. Ford Brazil. Ford Europe. Ford France. Ford Germany. Ford Italy. Ford Japan.
Ford South Africa. Ford U. Ford USA. Ford FPV Australia. Ford FTE Australia. Other Ford USA
models:. Ford Aerostar Ford Aspire Ford Bronco 1gen Ford Bronco 2gen Ford Bronco 3gen
Ford Bronco 4gen Ford Bronco 5gen Ford Bronco 6gen Ford Bronco DM-1 Concept Ford
Bronco II Ford Bronco Sport Ford C-Max Ford Cobra Concept Ford Contour 1gen Ford Contour
2gen Ford Crown Victoria 1gen Ford Crown Victoria 2gen Ford Ecosport Ford Edge 1gen Ford
Edge 2gen Ford Elite Ford Escape 1gen Ford Escape 2gen Ford Escape 3gen Ford Escape 4gen

Ford Escort 1gen Ford Escort 2gen Ford Escort 3gen Ford Excursion Ford EXP Ford Expedition
1gen Ford Expedition 2gen Ford Expedition 3gen Ford Expedition 4gen Ford Explorer 1gen Ford
Explorer 2gen Ford Explorer 3gen Ford Explorer 4gen Ford Explorer 5gen Ford Explorer 6gen
Ford Explorer Sport 1gen Ford Explorer Sport 2gen Ford Fairlane 4gen Mid-Size Ford Fairlane
5gen Mid-Size Ford Fairlane 6gen Mid-Size Ford Fairlane 7gen Mid-Size Ford Fairmont Ford
Falcon 1gen Ford Falcon 2gen Ford Falcon 3gen Ford Falcon 4gen m. Ford Festiva Ford Fiesta
1gen import Ford Fiesta 6gen Ford Five Hundred Ford Flex Ford Focus 1gen Ford Focus 2gen
Ford Focus 3gen Ford Freestar Ford Freestyle Ford Full-Size 1gen Ford Full-Size 2gen Ford
Full-Size 3gen Ford Full-Size 4gen Ford Full-Size 5gen Ford Full-Size 6gen Ford Full-Size 7gen
Ford Full-Size 8gen Ford Fusion 1gen Ford Fusion 2gen Ford Granada 1gen Ford Granada 2gen
Ford GT 1gen Ford GT 2gen Ford GT40 Ford Libre Concept Ford LTD 4gen Ford M Mutt Ford
Maverick Ford Mustang 1gen Ford Mustang 2gen Mustang II Ford Mustang 3gen Ford Mustang
4gen Ford Mustang 5gen Ford Mustang 6gen Ford Mustang Ghia Vignale Concept Ford Mustang
Mach-E Ford Pinto Ford Probe 1gen Ford Probe 2gen Ford Studie-Probe II Ford Studie-Probe IV
Ford Taurus 1gen Ford Taurus 2gen Ford Taurus 3gen Ford Taurus 4gen Ford Taurus 5gen
Ford Taurus 6gen Ford Taurus X Ford Tempo 1gen Ford Tempo 2gen Ford Thunderbird 01gen
Ford Thunderbird 02gen Ford Thunderbird 03gen Ford Thunderbird 04gen Ford Thunderbird
05gen Ford Thunderbird 06gen Ford Thunderbird 07gen Ford Thunderbird 08gen Ford
Thunderbird 09gen Ford Thunderbird 10gen Ford Thunderbird 11gen Ford Torino 1gen Ford
Torino 2gen Ford Torino 3gen-Gran Torino Ford Transit Connect 1gen Ford Transit Connect
2gen Ford Windstar 1gen Ford Windstar 2gen Other body shapes and variants of this base
model:. For the table with this car full photo gallery and complete technical specifications
including final drive and gear ratios, powertrain description, inside and outside dimensions etc.
Other detailed data for this car:. Analogous models manufactured in the same time period:. All
years same class and body style Ford USA cars:. Cars Catalogue Homepage Automobile-Catalog. Check other production years of this submodel:. Ford USA official website.
The idea behind Automobile-Catalog. Visit us on Facebook! ISBN automobile-catalog. Some
product and company names mentioned on this site may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Related makes:. Check other production years of this submodel: User Account. Browse
Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. Wheels Cragar Wheels. Tires BFGoodrich Tires. Tiggie Nov 12,
The '87 LX! I pondered driving it next winter. It's too rust free for that. Therefore, it's a parts car.
Does that make since? No, well it doesn't to me either. Unconvince me. My wagon is going to be
a winter car. I'm installing lots of the extras from this car onto the wagon, such as the radio and
tripminder. I've harvested the front bumper as well for the ' If I end up using this short block, I
am not sure what will happen to the car. It might not be worth reinstalling the '82 engine into it.
I'd have to seal much of the engine up and thats wasted money in my opinion right now for a
parts car. A mobile parts car can live forever at my house. An immobile one is going to have
problems. Approximately K miles. Purrs like a kitten. This car was loaded from the factory. Most
had 3. The car was impounded and released to the city for sale. After removing the ignition
switch and tearing the steering column down some, and a fuel pump relay, it ran perfect.
Anyway here is the car. Load Post 1. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. At times, I miss them, but they
both had thier problems. The owner didn't pay within 30 days, and it was mine with clear title. It
had been generally abused by the old owner, who obviously didn't care for it. I think the used it
as a playground for his kids, it had lots of toys and kids stuff in it when I bought it. It had been
cared for by someone at sometime, because the paint was original, except for the front fenders
and hood. It was equipped with a bbl, 3-speed manual, heater, clock, AM radio, backup lights,
and deluxe seat belts front and BACK when was the last time you saw one with rear seat belts?
It also had factory bumper guards front and rear and a factory hoodpiece, which are not intalled
on the car in the pictures they were in the garage for safe keeping. Galaxie Fans know that
those are pretty valuable pieces. Finally, it had 52, original miles when I sold it I remember
because the 5 and 2 repeated. Anybody the original owner? It didn't run at the time it had
jumped time. I got it home, checked it out, and only one cylinder had bent valves. I got it
running partially with a new fuel pump and water pump. This car has also had a rough life. The
car had been rolled over, which messed up the top of course and the entire left side. It had also
been bitten by the rust bug. The floors were very rusty, as were the quarter panels under the
bondo. I would say there was probably enough bondo in this car to fill up three five gallon
buckets. Load Post 2. They generally have the HD suspension of the Police Cars, but with the
luxury of a civilian model sometimes. There are several different levels of the trailer towing
package. Class II is the Medium-Duty package. My Class-II car has open 3. This is actually the
1in Police Car swaybar. It is part of the Handling RPO, not available until later years. Contact me
if you have a factory civilian rear swaybar. Load Post 3. Want one? Call Ford Techical Service at
1. For those of you in Canada, the number is 1. Dig through all the menus until you can talk to a

represtative and ask them about a "History Report," and if they don't know what that is call it a
"Buildsheet Report. I think info is available for models. The report is free. Load Post 4. Carb'd
Tripminder Information For those of you wondering what a Tripminder is, it is an in-dash
computer installed in ''89 Ford and Mercury Panther Platforms. It functions as a clock, calender,
trip computer, and fuel economy calculator. It works very well. Up until now, the one year '82
carb'd version has remained a mystery. Hopefully, I can decode this mystery. Here is a linky to
the saga: Grandmarq. You can see larger pictures there of the following. Buried under vacuum
lines, you can see the fuel flow sensor. It's got a red, black, and yellow going in, and the same
coming out. It is after the fuel flow sensor. It is next to the cruise control servo, which can be
partially seen in this picture. Someone with more expereince reading electrical diagrams might
be able to figure it out a little better than me. But unless there is some kind of information going
to the fuel flow sensor from the MCU wire on diagram is heading there , I don't see why this
couldn't be installed in another carb'd application. I think it's just getting power from Fuse Link
M, which is also where wire gets it's juice, they aren't really exchanging information. You just
have to find a fuel flow sensor! Load Post 5. Slicktop Conversion Soon after I got this car, I
wanted to remove the vinyl top. I had been making preparations for over a year when I finally
decided to start doing something in late June The top was cracking bad and it was time to start.
My dad was a major help in this undertaking. You can see the cracks in this picture before I
started. It was really starting to take away from the appearance. After removing most of the
interior trim, the headliner came down. The decision was made at this time to recover the
headliner, no more dark brown thumb tacks. Look closely and you will see about 24 blue
retaining nuts. These are for the "Crown" moulding. Cars with full vinyl tops won't have to
remove the headliner. Trim removed, top ready to peel. Here is a picture of some of the
insulation and stuff that mades the ride quiet, but adds weight and retains moisture if you have
a leak. Did someone lose their top?!? Vicky is Topless! Another topless photo. All of the fuzz
and green glue need to be remove before you start sanding. It will clog the sandpaper. Just one
of the four seams you must finish six if you are converting a full vinyl top car. A grinder with a
wire brush wheel works wonders for digging this crap out. As you can see, most of the glue and
fuzz has been removed prior to sanding. Sanding begins. I used mostly grit. It was nessesary to
go down to the metal on much of the roof due to rust under the paint. This is an intermediate
coat of bondo on the seams. You have to fake some lines and it takes time. Be prepared to
spend about a day making the roof look nice. You do not want a roof that makes you sea sick. I
wish I had a picture to explain this better. Another roof shot. You can see the "S" starting to
develop in the center of the roof. Notice the dent that was under the vinyl has yet to be filled.
Seams approaching completion. The paint is single stage urethane. After mocking up the trim,
the car was taped up for primer Here's the primer. Extensive water sanding followed. The prep
takes forever, the color takes about an hour. A little extra thinner was added to dull the paint
down a little to match the rest. You will notice I left the C-Pillar Trim, there isn't a practical way
to remove it until you paint the quarter panel as well. Also notice the grainy rear window trim
has been replaced with smooth polished versions from ''87 Factory Slicktops and all ''91
sedans. The small stainless trim at the bottom didn't come on factory slicktops. It comes with
vinyl top cars but looks good without the vinyl in my opinion. Load Post 6. He tried to sell it
before giving it to me, but no one wanted it so he just gave it to me. Why all the selling? I
bought a '94 Mustang GT, of which I'll upload pictures later today. Now I'm left with the wagon
as my only Panther! Any takers? I also ran up on a speedo, another police rear sway, and a
cheap 5. I decided to paint only the top portion. See Page 15 for details on the conversion. In
other news, the wagon go its sides painted, which turned into a disaster. See the wagon page
for details link at bottom of screen. Back to the LTD, I still haven't gotten the engine swap
started. The rods are starting to knock in the original engine. There is no oil pressure at hot idle.
Obvoiusly, I will not be able to put it off much longer. Wishful thinking, I know. I've replaced the
inaccurate Summit gauges with Sunpro units. No pictures yet. Here are the most recent pictures
of the car:. Load Post 7. Comment 0 Photos 9 Share. This is the old news page. Check out his
cars here. If the motor is still over there in a couple weeks when I get a chance, I might just have
to pull it. It'd be GTP headed which means my headers wouldn't work. We'll see, it depends on
how much I can get it for or if it's even still there. HO territory, here I come! Oh and one last
note, I've decided to invest in the engine instead of painting the entire car. The top is going to
be stripped and painted brown this summer. This will give me time to decide if I like it brown
everywhere, or would something like a deep red look better? We shall see. Details to come!
Lord knows that the first time I drive it to school, it snowed. Luckily I didn't have to drive it in
the salt. What else is new? The junkyard got lots of Panthers in! I grabbed a brand new fan
clutch and some mint chrome rear window trim for the slicktop conversion that makes two sets
And BTW, I send the money off for It's the F1ZE grind from a '94 Mustang. Maybe I will get this

engine build before fall after all :. Still deciding on mufflers - I'm taking recommendations. I want
it at least as loud as it is now. Some Flowmasters would sound good with the HO cam Ignore
the smoke, this engine is tired, also why I didn't rev it to death. I'm running gutted cats,
glasspacks, and stock 2in pipes, and stock iron manifolds. I really wanted a winter beater Box to
drive. You never know what I'll find on the way home. I'll take some video this weekend with any
luck and upload it next week. Peace out. Don't ask. I'm going to look at it Friday if it's still for
sale. A tow pack K-Code would be nice. Check out page I also added a page on how to identify if
you Box has the towing package, it's on page Rearranging Pages 2 and 3 currently. They just
had too many pictures on them so I am removing some. Also adding some new ones. Added
pictures of the Customized Turbines to the '87 Page and also a picture of how to start a box
when it didn't come with keys. Here is are my new rear shocks actually free from the '87 , you
can also see the rear swaybar attachment points if you are thinking about adding one to your
Box. That's all for now. Also finally got a digital camera of my own, a Polaroid i. Highly
recommended. Check Page The Cragar's are staying on this car for the near future. Added the
History Report Page. Also, I'm am now collecting parts for my engine build. I am going to use
the block and rotating assembly out of the ' I'm currently searching. At the very least, the motor
is going to have some E7TE's with some mild port work. I've got the intake, a Weiand 4-bbl. I've
got several Holley cfm's to use if I chose. I'm looking into this, I'd like to run the Autolite. In the
meantime, I am thinking about running the '87 for a winter beater. I maybe be getting a digital
camera very soon, that means videos to come! And of course some better pictures and not of
the same thing. I see a front end rebuild coming soon, we shall see. If anyone knows how to
format the horsepower page, let me know! Also, I am looking for a ''95 Mustang Cobra 5-Speed,
in black or white with black interior. It must be in nice condition, no major mods. Contact me if
you are selling one around my area! Take it easy fellers, feel free to post in my guestbook! I like
them so much! Ordered a water temperature and oil pressure gauge from Summit Racing. I
installed them last week. Pictures to come soon. I have 8psi of oil pressure at hot idle! Man, this
motor is toast! Headers and H-Pipe are going to wait until a new motor comes along. I'm in the
process of ID'ing the motor in the '87, it looks to be rebuilt, I just want to know if it is the original
motor. Stock horsepower numbers for all boxes has been posted on PAGE 9! Check it out, but
please forgive, the format is still a little rough. I straighten it out later, my job is keeping me
busy. Uploaded a copy of my History report. I'll post more on how to get one for your car later.
Search Google for "History " and you'll find how to get yours if you want to know right now. I'll
have some pictures up soon. Went to the junkyard today and picked up some centers for the
turbines. Found a tan steering wheel finally, in an '88 Town Car. Won't fit my car, I have a
splined steering wheel shaft. I'm gonna need to find an '84 or older. Ordered a History report
too, got it the other day and I'll have some details soon on how to get one and a copy of mine.
Also, some new box specs info is in the works. I'm busy lately working 60 hours a week painting
houses! My current has began to smoke quite heavily out of the left tailpipe on start up. The
inside of the motor looks like crude and peanut butter anyway. Might go dig up an Explorer 5. Or
I could use that I have sitting around. You can see my massive trunk in the picture, too. I found
out over the weekend while cleaning the inside of the quarter panels that my car has the towing
package. Just a little factoid. Anyone got a tan steering wheel for this car? I need one with
cruise control and preferably leather wrapped like the original! Let me know if you do, up to '89
should work. Other cars had them too like early fox T-birds, Mustangs, etc. BTW, I got hits
today! Here is he H-Pipe and Headers. They came off a dead '89 Fox Body. Panthers eat foxes,
you know. I'll be sure to get some pictures up of the installation, if I can find a camera! I got
several cameras with film from prom last year still in them. I dunno where they are, though. The
headers and h-pipe may actually go on this weekend, we'll see. The Exterior Photos page really
needs some help, there are about 50 pictures on that page. Enjoy, I'm tired of uploading
pictures, I've been working on this site for about three days on and off. It'll be a while before
another update like this one! I'll keep ya'll posted on anything that happens with the car. Later,
enjoy the site and be sure to sign my guestbook. I finally got hold of a digital camera, so I had to
take advantage of it. They look freakin' awesome compared to the stock, or at least I think so. I
am organizing the site around a little differently, so forgive me if somethings are temporarily out
of place. So here are the newest pictures with the Cragars! Let me know if anyone needs any
parts for anything. I'll sell whatever it is you need at cost to me shipping, unless it's difficult to
remove. If it's hard to get out, ask me and I'll see if I can get it or not. This yard is cheap, the
same one I got my sway bars from! It turns out that the transmission didn't originally come with
the '87, it had an Part Number, which was used until the end of AOD production as I understand.
Unfortunately, it didn't have an ID tag, so its original origin will remain a mystery. It holds first to
20, second to 40, and barely gets in OD at 55mph, all while normal driving. Downshifts are
instant. It shifts very fast and hard. Some say it has a shift kit while others say it's from an HO

Mustang. The variable venturi I am referring to is the name of the carburetor on my ' The choke
is not working and it must be tied open with wire. The car hesitates when you try to accelerate
too fast, or push the pedal too far. The '87 has a whole EFI system, but that would require a lot
of work entire fuel system would have to be changed, wiring nightmare, etc. The Holley 4-bbl
and Weiand intake are off my Dad's Mustang, to which he returned to stock 4-bbl. I'd like to hear
your opinion on this subject, and remember my limited budget when voting. I have uploaded
some more pictures of my car and the parts car. A slight redesign has hopefully made
navigation around this site a little easier. It's the LX model, so it's loaded. The '82 is getting the
Tranny over Christmas break, and probably the 3. I've got more pictures taken, they are at
home. I'll upload them over Christmas Break, too. The Vic is up here at school with me now, I
think a paint job will have to come next summer. Spent about two hours total at the yard, mostly
looking at what else they had. My front bar was already police spec for some reason, but the
rear bolted right in. The car they came out of had a W. I'd like to get the tranny out of it, this was
not your normal cop car. It was so clean underneath! Plastic seat covers over the cloth even!
I'm not complaining. The gauges have been put on hold for now, I'm really focusing on the
tranny right now. I'm still working on obtaining the parts car. I looked at it again Friday, but still
no word. I guess that's about all for now, I'll update when something else happens like a tranny
finally. I have had this car since May 5, , and having no second gear is beginning to get to me. I
found a parts car Saturday, an '87 Crown Vic with leather! It was impounded, and the towing
company is supposed to call me in the next couple days to left me know if I can buy it. Since
storage is not problem, the whole car sounds better to me. Details on my car, it's basically
loaded. No Leather and no aluminum wheels, but other than that it's got everything. I put true
duals on with gutted cats and glasspacks Gauges are coming very soon. I'll update in a couple
days and let you know about the parts car. Load Post 8. This page is more exterior photos of the
' Load Post 9. Nothing special here yet. This page is for interior pictures: The new Summit
gauges, oil pressure and water temp. Water reads about 40 degrees too low. Load Post This
page is for my adventures with my Variable Venturi Carb and some pictures of the freakin' stock
for now engine. For the past five years, the choke hasn't worked on this car. The car would load
up, and run horribly. I tied the choke open with wire for a temporary fix, of which you can see
below. This was okay, but the car still wasn't running to it's full potential. This was until my last
junkyard visit. I came upon the lonely P72 '87 Vic I got my rear sway bar from. I decided to take
the "Microcomputer Control Unit" mount
2008 ford fusion parts diagram
huskee riding mower parts diagram
2004 mercury sable engine diagram
ed on the fender well, after all, it was cheap and might give me some performance gains. I got
home, unplugged the stock computer, put in the P72 unit, and started her up. Ran normal. I
unplugged the harness from the computer, and she started up, normal! What does this magic
box do? I traced the wires and most were going to the carb. I reconnect the harnness, untied the
choke, and boom: she runs good as new! This magic box controls the choke from input from
the oxygen sensor. Now that the magic box is replace, I have no more hesitation, cold starting
problems, high warm idle. Not recommended if you are looking for a performance shock Gabriel Red Ryder Rear Shocks - Nice and stiff gas shocks. To be honest, that is about it for
now. I hope to aquire these items in April at the Charlotte AutoFair, if not sooner. The engine
and exhaust upgrades will be all done at once when I swap the motors. Load More Posts. Ride
Comments 50 comments. Load More Comments. See All Followers. Jump to Post.

